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Abstract

History has shown time and time again that technology can provide the opportunity to open up new vistas for
fan experiences in the music and entertainment industries.
While technology has disrupted many traditional music
business models (e.g., pirating and illegal downloads on
physical sales), it has opened many new business models
(e.g., non-interactive and interactive streaming like Pandora
and Spotify), as well as opening up limitless possibilities
which are poised to be the new standards of fans’ experience (e.g., hologram concerts and virtual reality experiences). With so much focus on fan experience and advances in
new technologies, it seems that virtual concerts (e.g., Abba’s
Hologram tour, and Tupac Shakur’s hologram at Coachella)
are becoming increasingly popular and are poised to be a
new standard in the concert experience, with the focus on
experience, being the underlying driver of this technology.
As we can see from the high resell price on the secondary
market where a front-row concert ticket, priced flat at $125,
could be selling for five to six times that on the secondary
market, ticket prices are still priced staggeringly low, and
a lot of fans are still unable to purchase tickets to see their
favorite artists. With the equilibrium being off balance and
there still being a vast demand for the concert-going experience, this provides unique opportunities to find alternative
solutions to bring the concert-going experience to the consumer and explore other ways of monetization for the concert promoter. This paper examines the current and future
landscape of live music and VR and details what potential
licensing issues exist. It also provides an overview of the
leading purveyors in VR live music integration and details
what incentives exist for record labels, artists, the concert
industry, and fans with VR and emerging technology platforms.
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